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Since 1995, the Historic Center of Naples is one of the cultural sites recognized by

UNESCO as a world heritage site, covering more than 1,000 hectares of land area

and a buffer zone of 1,350 hectares. The preservation and rehabilitation of the World

Heritage site and of the bigger city center of Naples is undertaken by an office of the

municipality that was created for the valorisation of the Historic Centre of Naples: it’s

the “Servizio Valorizzazione della città storica - Sito UNESCO” This office is also

responsible for a management plan for the World Heritage property which guides its

safeguarding and protection while at the same time ensuring that Naples remains a

living and vibrant city.

This office implements projects and programs for the physical rehabilitation of public

buildings included in the historical center and implements urban regeneration projects

with involvement of key local actors such as:

Superintendence for cultural and architectural heritage, Ministry of Culture,

Regional Authorities, State Property Agency but also Cultural actors (museums,

foundations, etc.), Social actors (NGOs, Cooperatives, etc.), Universities, Research

Institutions, Citizens and many others

VALORIZATION OF HISTORIC CITY CENTER - UNESCO SITE

h i s t o r i c  c i t y
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The City of Naples has addressed in the last decades several urban

planning initiatives to limit urban sprawl and invest on the reuse of the

existing historical city center heritage, characterized by 70% private

buildings, densely populated and requiring major redevelopment.

The rest of the existing properties are publicly owned and include many

large heritage sites, often empty and degraded, but also merely underused,

that could become a driving force for the social and economic development,

through appropriate public-community initiatives, recognized by the city

government, and that might also produce a substantial enhancement of the

city’s cultural and touristic attractiveness.

This also implies a need for the further development of appropriate policies

against the socially alarming effects of gentrification, shaping the city

centers in many cities of Europe and of the world.

REGENERATION AND REUSE OF PUBLIC HERITAGE
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Municipal initiatives Civic initiatives
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THE REGENERATION PATH
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INTEGRATED TERRITORIAL PROJECT VERGINI-SANITA’: JUNE 2022
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Since 2012, the vibrant confrontation established between

the Neapolitan communities and the municipal administration

has allowed the adoption of an administrative mechanism

inspired by the ancient institution of "civic use" and aimed at

overcoming traditional urban policies.

It’s the urban civic and collective use: a mechanism that

fosters new participatory institutions based on autonomous

and democratic assembly processes.

This was the output of a “creative use of law” or “legal

hacking” that communities promoted by subverting the

classic scheme where citizens pose a claims and institutions

provide solutions.

URBAN CIVIC AND COLLECTIVE USE
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L e g a l  h a c k i n g

The transfer of the civic use institution into an urban regulation has been theorized by Naples’

commoners, in a collective work, during 3 and 1/2 years of a working group on creative use of the law.

In 23 articles the regulation sets out how and who is entitled to use the spaces, how decisions are made,

who has the right to propose activities, with which guarantee bodies.

The civic use recognizes the existence of a relationship between the community and these public assets,

fostering self-governance schemes and making community-led initiatives recognizable and

institutionalized, ensuring the autonomy of both parties involved: on one hand the citizens engaged in the

reuse of the urban commons and on the other hand the city administration that enables the community self-

governance practice.
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p o l i c y  s o l u t i o n  

The power of self-regulation is led by citizens, but civic use

regulation is formally recognized as a public regulation of the

building

•Civic Use: special regime, half public half private

•Public Administration: guarantee full access to property

without interfering with activities. P.A. remains the owner

assuming the duty to guarantee access providing all needed

authorizations which it has the duty to fulfill.

•Community: Organization and self-financement of activities,

means of production, communication, and self-management

schemes

RECOGNIZING THE RIGHT TO USE
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MUNICIPAL INTEGRATED APPROACH
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The integrated approach is guaranteed thanks to:

•an ad-hoc technical unit, Servizio pianificazione urbanistica

generale e beni comuni;

•a political coordinator in charge of promoting and fostering a

coordination between municipal departments involved and/or

other public and private stakeholders;

•a permanent Observatory, the advisory body intended to

integrate and promote the dialogue between the public

administration and the “knowledge” coming from direct

experience and practices.



E U  l e v e l

Launched in 2018 with the goal to transfer,

through adaptation, Naples’s commons

management scheme, URBACT Civic eState -

Pooling urban commons is a network composed

by seven EU cities: Naples (Italy), Gdańsk

(Poland), Barcelona (Spain), Amsterdam

(Netherlands), Ghent (Belgium), Iași

(Romania), Presov (Slovakia).

During the last 3 years, all the cities have

extracted guidelines and have been engaged in

a co-design phase with groups of local

stakeholders (so called ULGs, URBACT Local

Goups).

To know more, come visit civicestate.eu

URBACT CIVIC eSTATE network
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http://civicestate.eu
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Self/Collective Governance - To what extent the 

cities will be able to allow citizen self-organization on 

public assets?

Enabling state: It expresses the role of the State 

supporting and making the collective urban 

management possible

Social&economic pooling: It reveals the presence of 

autonomous institutions, managed or owned by local 

communities, operating within non-mainstream 

economic systems

Experimentalism: are cities creating law produced 

by the city inhabitants as well as the government?

Tech justice: technology is a good enabler of city 

cooperation of self-management. 

E U  l e v e l

Civic eState 5 design principles
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E U  l e v e l

The process: mapping the transfer

See the interactive mapping tool at: civicestate.eu
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OUTPUTS

Come visit commonsnapoli.org
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Urban Commons: experiences from Naples, 

Manaus, and Sao Paul
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What makes an space/real 

estate an urban commons?

A regenerated urban 
area/building regulated by the 
public administration for the use 
and access of all citizens? 

No, this is a public space



What makes an space/real 

estate an urban commons?

A space managed by associations 
to hold their activities?

No, this is a public space entrusted 
to private social groups



Lesson 1: 
Commons are not a way to define goods 
more important than others (merit 
goods or fundamental goods), for a scale 
of values. We need public goods, a 
certain kind of private social goods that 
carry out meritorious activities. 
BUT these are not urban commons



?
So many goods are tagged as 
commons, how to identify what 
they are?



Garrett Hardin                Elinor Ostrom







Join the The International 

Association for the Study of the 
Commons (IASC) 

https://iasc-commons.org/

IASC is devoted to bringing 

together multi-disciplinary 

researchers, practitioners and 

policymakers for the purpose of 

improving governance and 

management, advancing 

understanding, and creating 

sustainable solutions for commons, 
common-pool resources, or any 
other form of shared resource.



But how is it possible for such different assets as 

the Amazon rainforest and a regenerated palace 

to both be considered as commons?



The plus of two types of participatory 

governance creates the commons

 necessary commons, are such by their specific nature, such as water and
other natural resources. goods - material, immaterial and digital - whose
utility is considered necessarily functional to the exercise of fundamental
rights. By virtue of this indissoluble link with the dignity of the person, their
access cannot be excluded on the basis of economic availability: in order
to reinforce these guarantees some aspects of their management (among
the more sensitive ones such as distribution and conservation) Should be
decided through institutional procedures that involve the audience of their
users or special representatives (you can imagine something similar to Porto
Alegre model or similar).

 Emerging commons are such not by nature but because communities
perceive them as such. Like necessary commons also emerging commons,
material and immaterial, express functional utility connected to
fundamental rights. Yet they exist in the moment in wich a community of
reference activate them trough in a direct and nonexclusive management.
This self-regulatory power is recognised by public authorities in order to
ensure the use and the collective enjoyment of goods, addressing them to
the fulfilment of those rights as well as the free development of the person
and the safeguarding of future generations. So emerging commons
definition makes possible to link political claiming with legal recognition.





What makes an space/real 

estate an urban commons?

Empty, neglected or underused buildings or 
agricultural fields directly managed by a 

community that, in doing so, becomes the 
community of reference of the good. 

This community does not have or exercise (by 
political choice before legal entitlement) an 

exclusive right of use: it favours the collective 
right of use of a larger community of people.



Different activites in the «Ex Places». Emerging commons towards 
spontaneus urban regeneration 
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Some 
pictures of 
commoning 
activities, 
from Naples 
to Sao Paulo.



Spaces, means of production.



Theatre
Years: 2013-2016

Modalities: self-

building

Funding: donations





Urban garden
Years: 2014-2016

Modality: workshop

Funding: donations



Foto di Sabrina Merolla



Armoury
Year: 2013-2017

Modality: setting-up

Funding: donations, sharing

of tools
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Different legal 
structures, but 
same key issue: 
there is no 
commons without 
a community of 
reference and 
without 
interdependence



Which kind of legal tool for 

recgniting urban commons? 

 Private law based system: assigning a real estate to a 
legal entity, such as a cooperative or association.

Subsidized rental rates for associations

 Care agreements for share administration (Bologna) 

 Public – private foundation (Fondazioni di 
partecipazione

 Assets confiscated from criminal organizations

 Urban and collective civic use



See more on https://www.goldvi.uclg.org/en



Why a 
new 
legal
tool?



Ready for the commons' 

shock?

Questi collettivi hanno agito come commoners, «liberando» questi 

These emerging urban commons were not 
originally planned by the Municipality of Naples, 
neither in the governance nor in the renovation of 
the buildings

The emerging commons in Naples were 8 
buildings occupied by groups and collectives 
illegally (from 2012 to 2015). All the experiences 
still ongoing 



Ready for the commons' 

shock?

Questi collettivi hanno agito come commoners, «liberando» questi 

Some of these buildings were abandoned, 
others were not, they were managed by a 
public-private foundation Universal Forum of 
Culture

The management of the buildings was not 
entrusted to a legally recognised association, 
neither to the Municipality. 



These collectives have acted as 
commoners, 'liberating' these buildings 
from non-use or under-use: 1 to defend 
them from sale (yes, public property in Italy 
is for sale) 2 to make them accessible for 
use by people outside their collectives



Commoners have studied a new legal form for 
the recognition of urban commons. The public 
administration (courageously) listened to 
them and implemented the proposed 
legislation
Direct management is entrusted to a system 
of formalised assemblies. Along with this, the 
right to use the commons is recognised. The 
administration retains responsibility for 
ensuring access, maintenance and security.



The declaration of collective urban

civic use
.

 There are other ways of possessing (Grossi). In Italy “Civic Uses” are
an ancient institution still in force.. something similar exists all over
Europe.

 We transferred this institution into the urban area, aiming at an
institutional recognition of Self-ruled powers into public not private
legal framework

 This regulation has been written and theorized by ourselves, in a
collective work, during three and half years of a specific working
group at l’Asilo where we started making a creative use of the law.

 In 23 articles the regulation sets out how and who is entitled to use
the spaces, how decisions are made, who has the right to propose
activities, with which guarantee bodies and rules allow the use of
spaces and means of production.



Derecho del legnatico

Derecho a la 
instrucción



derecho a 
pastar

jardín educativo 
urbano



Derecho a recoger 
setas 

Derecho a la cultura.



LESSON 2

Public administration sometimes has to 

plan less, listen more, support processes 

already in place

Citizens must be prepared to 

contaminate their organisations, 

renounce aggregation only through 

affinity groups



Public administration should not always direct or 

plan, but listen, enable and support the 

autonomous initiative of citizens. 

Communities of citizens are not always already 

given, they are created through joint action. 

Already existing groups and informal collectives 

are fundamental because they are essential 

initiators of grassroots actions.  Through 

commoning (common use and management) 

they become contaminated, 

Commoners are not private actors but social 

formations with a public-community dimension
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THE CROSSROADS OF THE COMMONS: 

CITIZEN LABORATORIES IN TRANSIT
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CITIZEN LABORATORIES AS A CONTEMPORARY 
MODEL OF ORGANIZING THE COMMONS, THE 

COMMONING AND THE COMMONERS

 





  
  

COMMONS AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE 
NEOLIBERAL CAPITALISM

 





  
  

MEDIALAB-PRADO AS THE KEY INSTITUTION 
THAT CREATED THE CONCEPT OF CITIZEN LABS

 





  
  

LAB PROCOMUM AS AN EXPERIMENT OF 
CREATING A CITIZEN LAB IN THE PERIPHERAL 

SOUTH

 



  

A LOCAL NETWORK OF COMMONERS







  
  

Whenever there is a commons being built, there 
will be a need for a citizen laboratory with the 
mission to develop this knowledge

 



OTHER EPISTEMOLOGIES. 
OTHER LABORATORIES





  
  

Whenever there is a commons being built, there 
will be a need for a citizen laboratory with the 
mission to develop this knowledge

 



Fire in the woods: the 

enchanted science of the 

macumbas





  Terreiro is the territory in which the religiosity of African 
roots is practiced, but it is most of all an educational and 
community space that, when applying the optics of the 

commons, can be perceived as an environment of 
commoning





  
  

Against the cross of colonialism, the 
crossroads of alterity

 





Thanks,
@procomum

www.procomum.org
savazoni@procomum.org

http://www.procomum.org


Claudemir Andrade
Arquitecto y Urbanista, Vicepresidente del Instituto Municipal 
de Planificación Urbana (IMPLURB) de la Ciudad de Manaus, 
Amazonas, Brasil.

Octubre,  2022

Urban Commons
Experiences from Naples, Manaus, and São Paulo
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04CAPITAL DO AMAZONAS
7ª MAIOR POPULAÇÃO DO BRASIL
1ª MAIOR POPULAÇÃO NO ESTADO
1ª MAIOR POPULAÇÃO NA REGIÃO IMEDIATA
64,75% DA POPULAÇÃO DO ESTADO VIVE EM MANAUS

CAPITAL DE AMAZONAS
7ª LA MAYOR POBLACIÓN DE BRASIL

1ª LA MAYOR POBLACIÓN DEL ESTADO
1ª LA MAYOR POBLACIÓN DE LA REGIÓN INMEDIATA

64,75% DE LA POBLACIÓN DEL ESTADO VIVE EN MANAUS

Manaus
2.255.903 hab.
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Centro Historico 
de Manaus

Una experiencia en Nápoles
y una posibilidad para los comunes

en Manaus.

Creditos:
PREFEITURA MUNICIPAL DE MANAUS
Instituto Municipal de Planejamento Urbano - IMPLURB



Áreas de Protección en el Centro Historico.



PROPRIEDADES
ABANDONADAS

RIE SGO DE
INUNDACIÓN Y

COLAPSO

ENF E R MEDADES 
ORIGINADAS EN EL 

AGUAVIVIENDA

131 - ÁREA CENTRAL

28 - RECUPERADOS

TOTAL ATUAL: 92 UNIDADES DE

PRESERVAÇÃO HISTÓRICA ABANDONADOS.



Unidades Históricas Públicas y Privadas 
abandonadas.



Propuestas de 
Requalificación de Usos

(31 unidades)



Desapropriação e 
recuperação de imóvel 

abandonado.



- Visite la ciudad de Nápoles, junio de 2022.
- Conocimiento en la práctica de un Bien Común.
- Posibilidad de aprovechamiento del bien público por la 
sociedad, a través de múltiples actividades, realizadas 
directamente por la población.
- Gestión y mantenimiento del bien público.
- Posibilidades de aplicación de bienes comunes en el Centro 
Histórico de Manaus.
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- Verificar posibilidades para la aplicación del Bien Común en la 
ciudad;

- Cambios en la legislación para incluir el Bien Común en la 
política local;

- Identificación de incentivos y alianzas;
- Implementación en el Proyecto “Nuestro Centro”, a partir de la 

primera etapa del proyecto.
-

D
ESA

FÍO
S
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